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As an expression of the appreciatioii felt ov the
students of Eastern Kentuckv State TN'ormal
ScKool and Teaclxecs Gollecie, tliis ^''oluine of tke
iVCilestone is respectfully dedicated to
H. L. Dono^ari
A. B.. A. M.
Ouu 'Tjean. wkose ability and unticiiuj efforts haoe
placed tnis iiistitution on a Kigkcr le^'el and ena-
bled it to seive more perfectly tne students of
Kentucky.

FOREWORD
Laboring under many difficulties this year we
present the 1923 volume of the Milestone as the result
of our efforts. Our aim is to portray simply and as
entertainingly as may be. thedeedsof our student days.
We hope that our efforts are worthy of the support
you have given, and that in future years, you will
turn back through these pages with fond memories
of the year 1922 1923 in Eastern. If we have failed
in our efforts, we are culpable; if we have achieved a
measure of success, we are still gratified servants. If
you are pleased with the result of our labors, we shall
not feel that our work has been in vain.
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In DevoVion
We, the Senior Class of 1923, wish through the pages of the Milestone
to make known our deep appreciation for our much beloved and highly
esteemed class advisor. Mr. R. A. Foster.
In times of doubt and perplexity, it was he who gave us new hope and
inspiration. It was he who gave us courage to push onward and upward.
To him, who has done so much for us. we feel greatly indebted.
In AppreciaVion
We. the members of the Milestone Staff, take this opportunity to
express our sincerest gratitude to Mr. N. G. Deniston for his constant
loyalty and assistance in the making of this book.
He it was who was ever encouraging in the face of opposition, doubt
and seeming failure. Many times has he given us courage, confidence,
and determination to withstand the trials that have overtaken us. His
patience was unequaled To him, whom we greatly love, we feel that we
owe much for the success of this volume of The Milestone.
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The Farewell of \\^e Class o{ '23
We remember the year
When first we came here
To pursue our ambitions and dreams.
Now the years all have passed
And to us at last
A rainbow of promises gleams.
We are thankful today
For the work and the play
We've had here in good days of yore.
For the tasks that we've done
For the frolic and fun
For the mem'ries we'll keep evermore.
Those days are not dead
In our mem'ry instead
They will linger to comfort and bless.
Every thorn is obscured
And every hurt cured
The joys seem more and the sorrows are less.
May we never swerve
When the chance comes to serve
Rut ever be loyal and true.
May we stand with our might
For God and the right
And do what our hands find to do.
In the thick of the fight
Or the quiet of night
We will never lose sight of the goal.
For with hearts beating true
We'll keep it in view
And strive for it, body and soul.
Sam J. D?nny.
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LUCY DUCKWORTH
Cynthiana. Ky.
Periclesian Literary Society. 192 I -'22.
From the beginning until the end the Senior
Class has increased and we are glad to welcome a"
to our membership, especially when they are like
Lucy With her quiet dignity she adds tone to
any group. She is another who believes profound-
ly that teaching is a profession and she has alreaH"
proved that she can make a success of it.
SARA SNELL DESHA Snick"
Cynthiana. Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society. 1922-
23; Progress Staff. 1922; Vice-President
Girls' Athletic Club. 1922 '23: Y W C.
A.. 1922-'23.
Dibtinguished! That is Sara Snell. She has
always held a high place in the college life, and with
her charming personality she will hold a high place
in whatever held she enters. Among her unusual
and numerous abilities that in art is especially
marked. Her merry, twinkling dark brown eyes
tell of the fun she likes to have. Her ready smile
in its winsome setting, makes for her a host of
friends, and many are the hearts that are warmed
by its sunshine.
PATSEY VALINDA DEATHERAGE
Pat-
Richn nd. Kv
President Madison County Club. 1923;
President Little Theatre Club. 1922; Vice-
President Cynthian Literary Society.
1921 '22; Vice-President Sophomore Class
1921-72; Orchestra. 1921-72; President
Womens' Glee Club. 1921-72; Associate
Editor Progress. 1922 73; Cor Sec. Little
Theatre Club. 1923.
Never on the campus will you find a jollier soul
than "Pat." and her positions held in various or-
ganizations bespeak her popularity She ha« not
yet decided whether she will devote her talents to
music or home etc-, but we are very much inclined
to believe it will be the latter.
SAM j DENNY "Sam J"
Betsey. Kv-
President Periclesian Society. 1922;
Men's Club. 1921; Little Theatre Club.
1922; Horace Mann Literary Society.
1923; Glee Club. 1922; Winner Inter-col-
legiate Oratorical Contest. I92L
One of whom we are genuinely proud is Sam
Denny. Our class has gained much since he has
joined us. With his numerous good traits and fine
qualities, he is one of the most popular students on
the campus, though at times this year Sam seems
a little lonely. His genial manner, and chivalrous
ways have won for him a large place in the hearts of
many. We predict for him a great future equal to
that of Caruso.
26
MARJORIE VORIES "Marf
Campbellsburg. Ky.
Vice-President Periclesian Literary So-
ciety. 1921: Y. W C A. Cabinet. 1921;
President. l922-'23; Delegate to Blue
Ridge. 1921; Secretary Girls' Athletic
Club. 1922-'23; Horace Mann Literary
Society. 1922 73: Blue Grass Club. 1922
23: Milestone Staff. l922-'23.
One of the most attractive girls in the Senior
Class is Marjorie. Her striking personality and
her glad smile would win anyone's heart She is
an all around good student In scholarship and
leadership she is excelled hy few, but she also has
her fun. Her frequent remark is. You meet
people at Blue Ridge you never forget, ' Her
worries are few and shared with no one.
LUCY ALLINE WAITS -Lucindy'
Cynthiana. Ky.
Y. M. C. A: Girls' Athletic Club.
1922-'23.
Here is one who wants to be a super-woman.
Just read her ideal. 'I should like to be as digni-
fied as Miss Roberts, as human as Mr. Edwards,
as cordial as Mr, Squires, have as keen a sense of
humor as Mr. Keith, able to ask as many questions
as do Miss Hammond and Miss Green, to give
exams like Mr. Donovan, to be a "walking library
as is Miss Reid, to be as good-natured as Mr.
Robinson and as popular with students as Mr.
Carter.
"
MRS BIRDIE T. WATSON
Owenton. Ky.
Mrs, Watson has just been with us one year.
but in that time she has proved her real worth as
a student. She spent one year in the Missouri
Teachers College She is a valuable member of
the Senior class for she is always right there ready
to do her part in all its activities. ^X'ith her cordial
personality and her perseverence. she has made
and will make good in any field.
AUDIE WATTS "Watsic-
1 larrodsburg. Ky.
Glee Club, 1922-'23; Horace Mann
Literary Society, 1922 '23; Y. W. C A..
1922-'23,
Audie is loyal for Eastern through and through
She left us to leach one year in the Harrodsburg
city schools, but could stay away no longer.
After graduating she says, ' I intend to teach
awhile, rest awhile, travel awhile, and oh. well, I
don't like to tell it but 1 can't help dreaming of the
future. " If she continues to spread sunshine and
cheerfulness in the future as she does at Eastern,
the world will be made a great deal happier by
her having lived.
27
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LOUISE SMISER "Lou
Cynthiana. Ky.
Secretary Horace Mann Literary So-
ciety, 1923; Y. W. C. A., 1922-73: Girls'
Athletic Club, 1922-73; Art Editor Mile-
stone, 1922-73.
If such an organization as the "Jolly Cheer
Club" existed. Louie would be the president of
it. She is one of those lovable little persons and
—
well, we are not all who have that opinion. Louie
likes the West for she spent last year in the Tempe
Norma! of Arizona. The class of "23 is extremely
fortunate to have her as one of its members. In
the future we shall meet her in one of the art
studios of Paris, though she eays she is going to
be a 'farmeress.
*
L B. SHEARER "Eye Brow"
Frazer, Ky.
Glee Club, 1922-73; Penclesian Liter-
ary Society, 1921-73; Little Theatre Club.
1922-73; Horace Mann Literary Society,
1922-73; Business Manager Milestone.
1922-73.
Great and varied are the experiences which I.
B. has had, for he spent two years in the army
during the World War and was in foreign lands a
part of the time. He has been baiting and debat-
ing for quite a while but success has not entirely
crowned him yet, though his line is certainly a
good one.
CAPITOLA SIMPSON "Cap"
Owenton. Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society. 1922—
'23; Progress Staff, !922-'23; Senior Pro-
gram Chairman. 1923; Milestone Staff.
I922-'23.
Cap's true place is in the social sphere for that
is where she shines. Perhaps some day she will
be a Congress-woman for she can just tell you
what She is always ready for a good laugh so
for reason she is elected joke editor of the various
publications. She enjoys life and if you want to
near her rave just mention Ashland.
MORTON SHEARER
Bethesdia. Ky.
Mens' Club. 1922; Periclesian Literary
Society. 192 I -'22; President Horace Mann
Literary Society. 1922.
Morton was one of the few who finished his
work at the close of the first semester. Since that
time he has had the pleasure of spending sometime
in Florida. We are always sorry to lose such as
he for he is most surely a valuable member of the
Senior Class. Before coming to Eastern he did
some work at Peabody College. His record all
through college has been of the highest. A good
worker and a splendid friend is this young man of
the highest qualities.
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MAUD WILSON "Freckles'
Kirksville. Ky.
Before coming to Eastern. Maud took a great
deal of her work at Transylvania, but she likes us
so well she has decided to stay, and take some
special work next year. The class of 23 will be
glad to be represented by her, for her credits show
that she has always made a good record. She
shines in Current History, and she is quite a suf-
fragist. Some day she may be elected to Congress,
but she says her greatest desire is to own a home of
her own
—
just all by herself.
CAT! IR^NE WHALEY *7a^e"
Moorefield. Ky.
Periclesian Literary Society, 1921-'22;
} lorace Mann Literary Society. 1922-'23;
Varsity Basketball. 192I-'22; Tennis
Championship of E K. L A. A., 1921-'22.
If you ever meet Cathryne. you will always re-
member her. for her personality is such that is in
a distinct class. She is an athlete, a student, and
a good sport. In fact she is surpassed in nothing
by no one. With her genial disposition, we pre-
dict for her a bright future. Above all things.
she is original, she is just Cathryne.
LILIAN JACKSON WELLS •Lif
Wilmore. K.y.
Though Lilian's present home is at Wilmore. no
one place can claim her. She is a native of Dixie
land, having "hoed de cotton in ole Miss. " and
has traveled rather extensively in the U. S. She
has taught in quite a number of the state? and
says she has spent most of her money for car fare.
Lilian tells us her ambition is to see the world and
help make it better.
"To get all the good 1 can
In all the ways I can
In all the places I can
From all the people I can
Just as long as I can.
"
J. HERMON WOOD 'Whistle-
Pine Knot, Ky.
Men's Club. 1922-'23; Horace Mann
Literary Society, 1922 -'23; Capt. Senior
Basketball Team. 1922 -'23; Editor-in-
Chief Milestone, 1922-'23.
No one will ever become acquainted with J
Hermon because of the noise he makes, for he is
another member of the "Silence Club," The
only time he gets loud is when he has to make him-
self heard in staff meeting. His leisure time he
devotes to mathematics and music. He was a
member of the College Band in Maryville College,
where he was a student before coming to Eastern.
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LELIA PRICE
Richmond, Ky.
Of immense value to the Senior class is this gir!
of "great Price." She is not with us as much as
some others but we always welcome hei gladly.
Leiia is a real true student and is always present
with a ready answer, but there is a time for all
things, and she has a time for frolic as well as
work. Judging from her past, her future will be
a brii^ht one.
JENNIE ELIZABETH RAMSEY
"
Rameses //"
Hustonville. Ky
Glee Club, 1921 '23; E,xcelsior Literary
Society, 192l-'22; Excelsior Captain Field
Day 1921-22; Girls Athletic Club. 1922-
'23; Varsity Basketball. 1922-'23.
Jennie is the best of sports for she can win a
came and not be conceited, and she can lose, and
take it cheerfully. She plays the game fair in
all lines of work and play. Her greatest ambition
is to be a teacher of Physical Education and a
basketball coach. She will attain it some day for
she has the perseverence that wins.
ROY E PROCTOR 'Proc"
Owenton. Ky.
Men's Club, 1922 -'23; Utopian Literary
Society, 1921-72; Little Theatre Club.
1922 '23; Horace Mann Literary Society,
1922 23; 'Winner Oratorical Contest, 1922;
Progress Staff, 1921 -22-'23,
Outspoken, great determination, and always a
stand for the right, that is"Proc". After promming
with a certain one of the fair sex, his chief pas-
times are writing articles for the Progress, debating,
and boosting the Senior class. He performs in all
with gieat ease and ability. He is that splendid
combination of a jolly good fellow and an earnest
worker.
RUTH RILEY "Babe Ruth"
Covington. Ky.
In stature she is one of the babes of the clas?.
so we call her, 'Babe Ruth." She has been with
us only a very short time, but we have learned to
appreciate her for her real worth. Before entering
Eastern she attended Miami University and Ypsi-
lanti Normal of Michigan. Last year she was a
teacher in the Covington Public Schools and she
is one of the best in her work.
30
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MARGARF.T RISK •Dick:'
Richmond, Ky.
Why she in nicknamed Dick we do not know.
for she 19 Burcly a refined, chnrming lass. Jolly
and full of fun. is she too. In fact Margaret is one
of those atl-around girls that improves with inti-
mate acquaintance and whom you just can t help
loving. Because of her sweet smile, her winsome
ways, and her attractive personality, she will al-
ways have a host of friends gathered around her.
ANDREW J. ROSS "Jay"
Richmond, Ky.
I loracc Mann Literary Society. \922-
•23: Mens Club. l922-'23: Glee Club,
l922-'23: Milestone Staff. 1922-73.
If you read carefully, you will notice that all
the events in Jay's life occur in that long-to-be-
remembered year of 1922 '23, The reason is that
he has only been at Eastern one year, having taken
his former college work at "State" He is a hard
Worker and especially does he spend much time in
the course of "Campustry." He is one of the best
students in that line.
EUGENE SAMMONS "Fish"
Greenup. Ky.
President Excelsior Literary Society.
I92I-'22; President Y. MCA. I920-'2I
;
Editor-in-Chief Progress. I922-'23; Hor-
ace Mann Literary Society. I922-'23.
The busiest person on the campus is Eugene
Sammons. Well, no wonder for his mind is oc-
cupied With such a number of things. He takes
part in many of the school activities and then is
an "A number I " student. We wonder just what
kind of a "Fish " he is - perhaps a pike, anyhow he
is very fond of some of the inhabitants of Pike-
ville.
C. R. ROUSE •Ray"
Butler. Ky.
President Little Theatre Club. 1923;
Progress Staff. 192I-'22; President Utopia
Literary Society. 1922; President Men's
Club. 1922; Horace Mann Literary Society,
1922-'23; Milestone Staff. 1922 73
Rouse is living more than half of a century
later than he should have lived, for his chivalrous
manner takes us back to the time of the old south-
ern gentry. As a recreation from the daily grind
he makes a huge hit in "Clarence." Gossip can
sometimes be relied upon, for it says that many
are the hearts that flutter when Rouse deigns to
smile.
3!
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MARGARET ANN CARTER 'Maggie'
Flemingsburg, Ky.
Cynthian Literary Society. 192 1 -'23;
Associate Editor. Progress. 1922-23; Y.
W. C. A. Cabinet. 1922-'23; Horace Mann
Literary Society. 1 922-23: Milestone
Staff. I922--23.
Maggie has that southern drawl which falls like
sweet music on your ears. She is a good student
and verv enthusiastic for anything which will
make a better Elastern. Her ambition is to be a
famous psycho-analysist, and we know that some
day she will attain it (or she is the kind that ac-
complishes the hardest of tasks.
DELLA MAY CLARK Margmcf
Mt. Sterling. Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society, 1922-
2}; Glee Club. I922-23; Y. W C A
.
l922-'23: Periclesian Literary Society.
1922.
Delia is one of these gladsome creatures that
would like to make you feel as if the whole world
were filled with happiness. Wherever there is
fun and frolic, there she is always found. No
matter where the fate of life may place her, thai
Fmile is one that will always win.
MA^ME COCHRAM
Lc
"Slickitm
e. Ky,
Mayme is one of those honest hard-workers that
can always be depended upon. With all this she
enjoys the fun and activities of campus life which
make better students. She is kind-hearted and
holds many friendships. We predict for a her a
bright future in her career as a teacher.
G. W. CAMPBELL 'Berry'
Walden. Ky.
Glee Club. I922-23: Men's Club. 1922-
'23; President Cumberland Group. 1922-
'23.
Campbell has attended a number of other col-
leges, including Cumberland, Sue Bennett. Berea.
and the Droughn Business College,'but after trying
all of these, he has come to Eastern to spend one
year and there get his "dip." His chief pastime
is studying history and his record is an excellent
one. His highest ambition is to someday be a
college president, but it is rumored that these
lofty aspirations may be put to "Routt."
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n lELMA OWENS "Slow Pol(c"
M Orel and. Ky.
Glee Clu b. 1921 ll- E seel sior Literary
Society. 1 92 I -'22; Excelsior Captain Field
Day. 1921 '22: Basketball. 1921 '22:
Girls' Athletic Club. 1922 '23.
Thelma is another of our basketball girls who
have brought honor to old Eastern. One of her
moat commendable traits ib that she does all of
her work just as she plays basketball with her
whole heart and mind. Tnelma has a happy dis-
position and docs not complain, il all things are
not just as she wishes.
MTHLIL POLLirr "Eih
Covington. Ky
Ethel has been away from us most of the year,
teaching, but we are glad to welcome her on her
return. She is one of those whole-hearted, loyal
persons, who is always with the Senior class in
spirit whether she is present or not. A good
worker is she. but frolicsome too. after her work is
finished. Her ability and her genial disposition
will ever make her stand out as one who wins.
ANNA W.V. PARKS "PoUy'
Richmond, Ky.
Ai\na Lrr spent nnr vear at Midway C ollege.
then decided to enter the teaching profession ( -")
and came to Eastern. She not only added quan-
tity to our class but quality as well. She is seldom
t^een on the campus except at recitation hours, but
when she is gone we shall greatly miss her. and the
memory of her pleasant ways will linger long with
the students of Eastern.
J. w. F^Rtiwn r "Bogg"
Georgetown. Ky.
Periclesian Literary Society, 192! 'll;
President "Mules'". 1921-72: Bronze
Medal. Track-meet. 1921,
Prewitt surely comes from the south, and he
must have had either a song-bird or a mule for a
plaything in his younger days. He somehow ac-
quired the ability to sing, and evidently he is
quite fond of "Mules " He has made a record for
himself, not only in athletics, but in his class work.
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SUSAN MARY MARTIN ' 'Sudie '
Waddy, Ky.
One would scarcely know this little miss was
around for she seldom speaks except when spoken
to. Though, she was never known to tell a prof
she did not know. She came to us ixom the
capital of the state as she did her high school
work in the Frankfort High School. We trust
success will shine all along the path which Susan
Mary treads.
TAHITI lA MARTIN "Tab"
Stanford. Ky.
Secretary Carpedium Literary Society,
192l-'22; Y. W. C. A., 1922-'23.
Tabitha likes old Eastern for she came awhile,
then taught awhile, and has now returned to finish
her work, and for all that she has her first time to
vote. There is surely some attraction here for her
and wc think we know what it is. When asked
her greatest desire in life, she laughs, blushes,
looks down, and says, "Oh. to be a good man's
wife. I suppose.
"
ANNA BRITTAIN MOSS
"Great Britain"
Stanford. Ky.
Y. W. C. A.. l922-'23: Assistant Secre-
tary Senior Class. l922-'23; Milestone
Staff. l922-'23.
Anna Brit tain comes to us after spending one
year in Georgetown College. To say we are glad
to have her is to mildly express our appreciation
of her value. The Milestone would have been
greatly lacking without the untiring aid of Anna
Brit tain. Eastern has gathered a rare Moss of
great worth. History is her strong point and her
record is a brilliant one. She hopes in the future
to occupy the History chair in some renowned in-
stitution of learning.
BESS ALICE OWENS "Patty"
Pikeville, Ky.
Program Counsel Utopian Literary So-
ciety. 1921-22; Y W. C A Cabinet. 1921-
22-'23; Delegate to Hot Springs. 1922:
Horace Mann Literary Society. 1922-'23:
Glee Club. 1922-'23.
A sweet, cordial little miss is Bess. She is one
of the first to greet a stranger at Eastern and make
him feel welcome. Loyalty is her motto when
her Alma Mater is concerned, and long will she
live in the memories of her numerous friends. She
is a good student, but her chief joy is fishing. She
is a catcher of "man.
"
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VIRGINIA TEVIS JAMES 'Teddy"
Richmond. Ky.
Tevis can be described by many adjectives, such
as lovable, true, winning, capable, efficient, and
a good sport —an all in all girl, one of the best.
Her favorite study must be Biology, (or how un-
sparingly does she use each minute of the laboratory
period! We are glad that she has progressed so
well in her work, but we dislike to think that this
will be her last year with us. Teddy will be great-
ly missed.
LAURA FRANCES HORD "La
Richmond. Ky.
Perhaps Laura's nickname should be ambition
for she has done a great deal of her college work
during summer terms This requires not only
ambition but ability also and Laura has an abund-
ance of each. Her modest manner, wmsome smile,
and pleasing ways will carry her triumphantly
through life. A fair maiden in many ways is she
and one who sheds hope and happiness around her.
JUDSON SPENCER HARMON
"Rudolph"
Whitley City, Ky.
Glee Club. 1922-73: Men's Club. 1922-
'23; Progre.ss Staff. 1922-'23; Horace
Mann Literary Society, 1922 '23; Little
Theatre Club, 1922 '23; Milestone Staff,
l922-'23.
Judging from the above it would seem that
Judson has been studying a book entitled, "Get
Popular Quick," for he has only been with us one
year. He is surely a valuable addition to the class
In the future we will be thrilled with the remark-
able adventures of a new movie star, Rudolph
Vaseline, by name when in reality it will only be
the same Judson Harmon who attended the
Kid party.
ELIZA M. HANSON "Driv"
Boyd. Ky
Florace Mann Literary Society. 1922;
Secretary Y. W. C. A.. 1922; President
Utopian Literary Society. I92L
E,liza evidently believes in a varied program, for
not only has she completed her work at ELastern.
but she has done work in the College of Music.
Cincinnati, the University of Cincinnati, and the
University of Louisville She is one who is highly
regarded by both faculty and students, and her
college record shows a bountiful number of A's.
Latin is her recreation (>>) She is jolly good
sport and full of pep.
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CI lARLOTTE RUTH ALLAN
"Sunni/ Jim"
La Grange, Ky.
Periclesian Literary Society, 192 1 -'22:
Secretary Junior Class, 192 1 -'22; Girls'
Athletic Club. 1922 '23; Treasurer Senior
Class. 1922 '23; Art Editor of Milestone,
1922-25.
Ruth cuuld tkut have a mure tilting niukMaine
for she scatters joy and sunshine wherever she
goes, except she often leavea shadows in the men's
hearts- We do not know her plans for the future,
but with her charming manner she will ever have
a host of friends as she has at Eastern. Some-
time we may find her us director in a Cul'e»e of
An.
ALVA ARTHUR " Pheonie'
Catlettsburg. Ky.
Secretary Excelsior Literary Society.
I920-'21; Horace Mann Literary Society.
1922-73: Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. l922-'23:
President Y W. Bible Study Class. 1922-
•23
When we hear that Alva finished her high school
work in three years, has taught one year, and has
now completed the course at Eastern, we know
thn t she must have h rains. She is unmindful ol
self, a level headed, common-sense girl and one of
the best friends possible. .Success will always be
111 fier r>uth.
KDITI 1 BOGGS -EJe"
Olive 1 lill. Ky.
Glee Club, 1922 '23; Y. W. C. A . 1922-
'2 3; Luile Theatre Club. !922-'23
Though you would nevei guess it, "E,de" is al-
most the baby of the Se 'lor c'ass. H^t motto is.
Me for a smile and have a dimple," and by her
happy, < are-free disposition, she has won many
friends, both among the students and the (ai ulty
for her work is such that ianiutt be < nti'-i/ed.
F.DGAR ARNRTT "EJ"
1 lendricks, Ky.
President of Men's Club. l922-'23:
President Senior Class. I922-'23; Horace
Mann Literary Society, l922-'23; Carpe-
dium Literary Society, 1 92 1 -'22.
Edgar is one of the rare specimens of mankind —
a very unassuming person. He has traveled al-
most the wide world o'er yet come back to bring
honor to his native state. During the World War.
he saw service in France for almost two years, but
came out of it all, bigger and better than before.
He has only been at Eastern a year and a half, and
his positions in the organizations show what the
students think of him.
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JOSEPHINE TELFORD
Rich
"Josie'
d. Kvmon^
Josephine's quiet dignity gives her a very strik-
ing personality. She is the kind oi a person that
you want to know better. She has not been with
us as a regular student, for she has been teaching
in the city schools, but we feel that we have missed
a great deal by her not being with us all the tune.
She IS no:ed for her kindliness, and this, with the
many other admirable qualities she possesses,
makes her success assured.
MRS. ETl lEL TUDOR TAYLOR
Richmond. Ky.
Vice-President Eastern Dames, 1922-
23.
Mrs. Taylor is one of the most recent members
of the family of the Senior class. We welcome her
joyfulK'. Her determination and power to win
are strong, as is shown by her motto " Wlways
look forward, for the past is not worth looking
into only for the example it has set. Yesterday
has gone forever. Strive to make tomorrow a
better day."
MABEL RUTH VICE "Little Mabel"
Moorefield. Ky.
Treasurer Periclesian Literary Society.
1922.
Dainty "Little Mabel" reminds us of a sprite of
the joyous springtime. If she ever had any cares,
she kept them well covered and by her happy
mannt-r has chased ir:any blues away In some
way- she is rather cruel for her Cupid's arrows
pierce many strong hearts and leave them
wounded.
I lOHART TEMPLETON "T'emp"
Causey. Ky
Men's Club. 1922 '23; Little Theatre
Club. 1922 '23; President Horace Mann
Literary Society. 1923; Vice-President
Senior Class. 1922 '23; Associate Editor
Milestone. !922-'23.
If you have ever been to Eastern, you have seen
Temp for his is one of the familiar faces and names
on the campus. When he makes the race as a
U. S. senator, we shall all vote for him. for we know
he will do the right thing. He says he hopes to
help make the world a happier place to live in.
and to kill all human parasites known as pessimists.
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ELLEN COX "Co
Cynthiana, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., 1921 72; Vice-President
and Counsel Periclesian Literary Society.
I92I-72.
E.)len is teaching now and we know that she is
making a great success of it. for she is the kind
that always makes good. We cannot find adjec-
tives that are quite good enough to describe her.
She is dignified, but those sparkling dark brown
eyes show that many mischievous thoughts lurk
in her mind- Her greatest desire is about to be
attained for in June she begins a musical journey
to California.
MRS. LUTIE D. COCHRAN
Covington. Ky.
If the "D" in Mrs. Cochran's name does not
stand for "Deserving " it should. She is surely
worthy of all good adjectives in describing her for
she is one of the best liked, most admired and
most brilliant of the students. Just ask her for
help or a suggestion in anything and she can give
it. Her specialty is mathematics and she is a
star teacher in this line. Before joining us she
had some work in Columbia. Valparaiso and Cin-
cinnati Universities. The class of '23 is most
certainly glad to have her in its numbers.
EDNA DAVIS "Ed"
Nicholasville, Ky.
Secretary Horace Mann Literary So-
ciety, 1922: Progress Staff, 1922; Girls'
Athletic Club. 1922; Little Theatre Club,
1922
Though E.dna has not spent a full year at East-
ern, she is one of the most popular members of the
Senior class. She takes a great part in alt tfic
activities of college life, for she is one of those
individuals with ideas and the ability to carry
them out. Before joining our ranks, she spent a
year at State and a year at Transylvania.
JOHN COLEMAN COVINGTON
Little Theatre Club,
tra, 1921-22
"Colie"
Richmond, Ky,
1922 '23; Orches-
After spending half a year at "State. ' Colie
could stay away no longer but come back to his
beloved—native town. Those dark and merry
eyes of his, will some time in the future speak
volumes to his "Faery Queen. " Colie says his
name is his only honor, and though this a a great
one yet his statement is not altogether true for
many are the honors which are showered upon his
wortnly personage.
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MARGARET LANE
Richr
'Peggy"
nd. Ky.
Women's Glee Club. 1 92 I -'22 ; Secre-
tary Cynthian Literary Society. 1921 -'22
There are not many ^irls who can go thiough
college, never miss a dance nor a rush.' at that
dance and yet always have their work well done-
One girl wc know who can do all this is Margaret.
No one has entire'y carried away her heart yet.
but we hear rumors that such may Le the case
ere long
ELSA KIRK -Bunk"
Pevvee Valley. K.y.
Periclesian Literary Society. 1921 -'22;
Horace Mann Literary Society. l922-'23;
Secretary Senior Class. 1922-'23.
E.lsa comes from that section of the state where
aristocrats are made and she is certainly one.
She has a striking personality which is very rare,
and which will make her a leader wherever she is.
Dignified, sedate, serene, but to those who know
her best she is a true friend, a dreaded tease and
a daring cut up. We predict a bright future in
store tor her.
HETTIE MARIE LEATHERS "Helsy'
Sinai. Ky
Y. W. C. A Cabinet. 1923; Horace
Mann Literary Society. 1923; Washing-
tonian Literary Society. 1921-"22; Asso-
ciate Editor Milestone. 1922 '23.
If you want a difficult piece of work done well,
just take it to Hettie She is one of these much in-
demand persons who always does the right thing
at the right time. The combination of ability to
work and willingness to work is a rare quality, and
she has a great amount of it If she spends the
rest of her life as she has spent these two years.
it will be a happy and profitable one.
ESTHER FLORENCE LUTES
"FlorinJa"
Primrose. Ky.
Periclesian Literary Society. 192 1 -'22;
Y W C A
.
l92l-22-'23.
A fair flower indeed! How could she be other-
wise and have a name so suggestive of the sweet
blossoms of the Orient ' Her quiet gentle manner
comes from a spirit serene, untroubled by the mad
on- rush of college life. Her abilities and talents
have received a deserved reward. Her violin
pours forth its message of gladness to the world.
even as does her smile.
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ALBERTA ALLAN -Dump-
La Grange. Ky.
Periclesian Literary Society. 1 92 1 -'22;
President Girls' Athletic Club. 1922-'23:
Horace Mann Literary Society. 1922-'23;
Glee Club. 1922-23
If you want to meet one of the happiest, most
popular persons on the campus, get someone to
introduce you to Dump Allan, for everyone
knows her and loves her. too—-especially one. In
the future when we visit New York and attend
one of the Metropolitan operas we hope to see
her name written on the progrant as ' Alheita
Allani - Prima Donna."
CORDIE GRACE ALLAN ToJJ-
La Grange. Ky.
Treasurer of Periclesian Literary Socie-
ty. 1921 72: Y W C A Cabinet. 1921-
"22:.
It seems that all the Allan sisters are possesseJ
with that quality of good cheer and the knack of
making many friends, and Cordie Grace certainly
has her portion. She is noted for her efficiency in
her work and she reflects much credit on her de-
partment. She is greatly gifted with that which
many lack for she has probed deep into the secrets
of chemistry and physics. Her ambition is to be
a Home Ec. teacher and we know she will attain it.
C N AKLNS "Jayhawliey"
Lock's Creek. Ky.
Akens has only been with un one year, but is a
loyal member of the Senior class-one of its best
He believes in avoiding all unnecessary wear and
tear on his vocal cords but when he says something,
it is worth while. His quiet unassuming manner
has won for him much respect and many friends.
He is doing a great work in ( hristian education in
Kastern Kentucky and we wish him unbounded
success-
C S ACRA
Flon
'Prince
nee. Ky
Glee Club. 1922 23: Mens Club. 1922-
'23; Vice-President Horace Mann Literary
Society. 1923; President Lower Ohio
Club. 1923.
It is a historical fact that a Prince is always
popular with the ladies. Acra is one of the most
frequent callers at Burnam Hall, and it is hard to
know just who will be honored with his presence.
He hopes in the future to be a Social Worker and
already he has made great progress on the road.
He has the 'social spirit ' all right, and as to the
work -he doesn't mind that.
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RUTH GOGGIN Goofus"
Danville. Ky,
I lorate Mann Literary Society, 1922-
•23.
There is lots oi joy in life, and most certainly
when yon meet "Goofus". (or she is fairly bubbling
over with it. There is no place for un> kind of
blues when she is near. There is only one thing
that will slacken her mirth, and that is lack of
enough to eat at a midnight feast "Goofus conies
to ua after spending one year at K. C. W and we
arf surely fortunate and glad to have her.
VI-.KNA rXINBAI 'Hctsey
Richmond. Ky,
Verna's motto is loyalty and she is being true
by making the college of her home town her
AUna Mater. However, we tru^t that she will
progress farther and develop those capacities of
which she possesses quite a number. She sonte-
tiines carr'es with her a cloud of silence, but often
it shines a glimmer of fun.
E. E. Elar "Fal"
1 lyden, Ky
Vice-President Men's Club. 1922 73:
Treasurer 1 lorace Mann Literary Society.
1922 '23; Business Manager. Progress,
1922-73.
Did you ever see a fat person that was not jolly:*
Klam possesses both qualities, and also that one of
having great business ability If he follows the
ideal of his brain he will sometime be a successful
business man. but if he follows that of his heart
he will be a concrete presser. as he speTds much
tune on th^- walks of the campus especially when
he has someoiif to walk with him and that is olten.
w II 1.1AM imili:y dunaway
"Dunny"
Beatlyville. Ky,
Men's Club 1922 73, Orchestra, 1921 -
'22: Vice-President Carp>edium Literary
Society, 1920 '21 •, Associate Editor Pro-
gress, 192l-'22; Business Manager Little
Theatre Club, 1923; Adv. Manager Mile-
stone, 1922-'23: Horace Mann Literary
Society, 1923; Baseball, 1921-'23
There is very little left to be said about Duna-
way in this small space, for a man that is popular
and has ability too. will soon come to the front of
the stage. Dunny's ambition is to own a controll-
ing interest in the steel corporations of the U, S.,
but he will probably be a boiler maker.
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EARLE REY STOCKER 'Buncum"
Richmond, Ky.
So far as age is concerned Rey is another one of
the bahies of the Senior class. What she lacks in
age. she makes up in brains. She always has a ready
answer to every question. That is, Questions
heard during class periods. We do not know that
she gives the desired answer at other times. We
wish for her great achievements in the future and
we know they will be hers.
FERN .STONE "Cricket"
Paris, Ky.
Glee Club. l92l-'22; Little Theatre
Club. l92l-'22-73: Utopian Literary So-
ciety. 1 92 1 22; Blue Grass Club. 1922-
•23: Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. 1921-'22; Hor-
ace Mann Literary Society. 1922-'23:
Progress Staff . l921-'22-'23.
How appropriate is her name for she reminds us
of a slender fern waving gently in the breeze.
Dainty and happy Fern, full of pep. and always
ready for a frolic. She is one of the few who have
what it takes to get through college without hard
labor. She says she is going to teach, but rumor
tells she has another calling. Oid you ever hear
of a ' lawyeressV"
IDA McKINLEY STEELE "Steele
Mt. Sterling. Ky.
Periclesian Literary Society, 1 92 1 -'22;
Glee Club. l922-'23; Horace Mann Liter-
ary Society, 1922-'23; Y W C A..
1921-'23.
Ida is as true as "steel," and coming from such
a place, her worth is sterling." Perhaps she pos-
sesses these qualities on account of (we suppose)
her worthy ancestor. Ida has already taught
one year and by that record het success in the
future is settled.
GLADYS SMITH "Smithie"
Richmond, Ky.
All the Smith family have that very desirable
characteristic^ cordiality and Gladys has her
generous portion. When she is gone, we have
lost much, when she is here, oui gain is great. A
good all around girt is she—willing to work, eager
to play, full of enthusiasm and new ideas, and
fairly bubbling over with smiles and kindness.
She is the kind that will always have a host of
friends, and will meet with success everywhere.
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ALICE MAE KALUSY
Imminence,
"Dean"
Utopian Literary Society. 1918 '19; Y.
W. C. A. Cabinet. 1922 '23: Vice-Presi-
dent Glee Club. 1922 23: Secretary Y W.
Bible Study Class. 1 922 '23 ; I lorace Mann
Literary Society. 1922 '23. Blue Grass
Club. 1923.
Some of us go to college to have a good time,
others to he in style, but Alice came for the sole
purpose of getting an education. To this end she
has applied herself diligently. She possesses that
ancient characteristic of dignity. .She is one who
believes she was "called to teach. ' and hopes in
the future to be a model critic teacher
ELIZABETH JASPER "SeMy"
Somerset. Ky,
Y. W. C. A . 1922 '23. Glee Club. 1922-
'23; Horace Mann Literary Society.
1922-'23.
She's little, and she's neat, and she's sweet- On
the whole she embodies all that the most critical
of men could desire in their ideal lady, and we
know of more than one knight true who holds this
opinion- Even with all her petitness." she is a
good sport for she plays tennis so early in the
morning. Elizabeth left Ward-Belmont to come
to us and we rejoice in their loss. As to her
ambition— >?>?:•
LOUTICIA KARRICK -Ted"
Salt Lick. Ky.
I lorace Mann Literary Society, 1922-
'23; Y W. C A . 1922-23.
Louticia believes in coming into a thing at the
opportune time, for she began her life with the
beginning of the century. Let us hope that she
continues it mto the next. She has another dis-
tinction of being "the salt of the earth. " and she
is very seldom "licked " for she has a great deter-
mination to always win.
JOHN JAYNE
Little Theatre
Foot Ball. 1922-'23.
"Jolly Jayne"
Richmond. Ky.
Club. 1921-'22-'23:
John is popular, not because he is the son of a
member of the faculty, but just because he is
John. Many are the shy. feminine glances that
are cast his way but he seems hard-hearted to
them all. If you ever need a helping hand, just
call for John for he is renowned for his thoughtful-
ness of others. We do not know his future, but
we are sure he will not always be the driver of the
8chool bus. He may some time make a profes-
sional.
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Junior Class
Egbert Norton
Pres
Margaret Barber
V Pres.
Ceorgiana Smith
Secretary
Chester Stacey
Treasurer
"The Junior Class of 1923" that sounds like a mild enough expres-
sion. We are a strong band of t a o hundred, who make things hum on the
campus and cause others to take notice.
The Juniors of '23 are ambitious and energetic. We are making straight
for the goal ahead of us. In every progressive and enthusiastic organiza-
tion on the campus, the Junior Class is well represented. In all athletic
activities the Juniors are always well represented. The girl's basketball
quintet, that won the championship of Eastern Kentucky this year were
Juniors. The basketball, football and baseball teams were largely com-
posed of Junior boys. Also, we have the distinction of having v\on the
three prizes in the Declamatory contest and second prize in the Oratorical
contest.
Until now, we have conquered every difficulty in the way and we shall
keep up our reputation at any cost,
le class of
?ome day Eastern will be proud of
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Jusir Juniors
1 It was long about September
;
As well as 1 remember
j
1
When a huge crowd of us came to join the ring:
We thought we'd enlist in college
1
To fight a bit for knowledge
But we were Juniors, and we didn't know a thing.
I
1
j
It was rather hard at first
' 'Cause they seemed to do their worst
j To give us a job we could never learn to do;
But most of us stuck to it,
Until we learned to do it
'Tho at first we did get homesick and a wee bit blue
1 It hasn't been half bad
And 'deed we're awfully glad
We came to get the training
We have got
:
1 We're so glad we're here
1 That all of us will cheer
First for our Junior Class
1 And then for "OLD EASTERN,"
1
1
1
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Second InVermediaVe CIass Roll Call ,
Officers
I
President . . John H. lennines
Vice-President c inton Fugate j ^
Secretary-Treasurer . Clarine Liggett i
Sergeant-at-Arms
Members
George Hatcher
1
Delbert Alley Nancy Gray Sara Murphy '
William Brown Marie Heath Bertha Murphy i|
Mattie Barnhill OUie Hoskins Gladys Middleton {
Cora Black Kelly Hearald Charles Prather j '
Beatrice Brandenburg Eva Mae Jones Blanche Speakes
Anderson Bowling Hersliell Johnson Clara Simpson ,
Chloie Bruce Margaret Johnson S. K. Smallwood i
Grant Coleman R. A. Justice Jennie Thompson '.,
Kendall Conley Mayme Kelly Robert Terry '
Albert Wilson
,Pauline Davis Eula Kash
George Dameron R. Lane Byrd Webb
f
Gertrude Dameron Mrs. R. Lane Delbert Workman !
Lillian Dodson Lucy Leody Edna Wilson i
Clinton Fugate Lee A. Lindsay Nancy Walsen i \'
Margarette Fields Gladis Matherly Shelby White
Emma Gabbard Aline Metcalf L. D. Williams
William S. Gilbert Grace Rowland
-*
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Tlic FirsV InVermediaVes Speak
When the Sophomore Class of Eastern assembled on the campus in
September of the school year 1922 23. it was found to be such an unusually
large class that it was necessary to separate it into two divisions, the First
and Second Intermediates.
The history of the First Intermediate Class is a short one. but a most
successful one. We account for our success in different ways. First, be-
cause we believe that we have the most optimistic class on the campus.
Second, the excellent advice and direction given by our enthusiastic and
efficient class adviser, Mr. Squires.
The First Intermediate Class is very proud indeed of each and every
one of its members. We have in our class people w ho have visited numerous
states in the Union and several foreign countries. So you see we can have
reports in our class meetings from some of our people who have had the
pleasure of doing extensive traveling and their stories are always such as
will interest us. Besides these, we have reporters, debaters and athletes.
You have only to refer to the athletic page in this book to find our basket-
ball team the champions among the classes of Eastern.
We. as members of First Intermediate Class are visualizing great strides
in educational progress in Kentucky. We realize that in the past, to a
great extent, a deaf ear has been turned to the cries of Kentucky childhood.
We believe that it is now time to get busy as never before and heed their
cries and whisper to them a message of knowledge which will enable all to
go forth into the world with hearts filled with ecstasy and proclaim the
greatness of this grand old commonwealth of ours.
With the educational enthusiasm and congenial fellowship, which exist
in this class, we feel sure of the fact that every member of the First Inter-
mediate Class is going to be found at the top of the ladder.
We assure you that the influence of this fine, ambitious, energetic group
is going to be realized in Kentucky educationally. So in the future, if you
wish to keep in touch with the things that are being done in our common-
wealth, just watch the members of the First Intermediate Class of '23.
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Florence Jones
V. Pres.
Al va Powell Opal McCowan
Pres. Secy
R Dean Squires
Class Advisor
' William Addis Lucille Floyd Sarah Murphey
Erma Alexander Janett Gabbard Lelia Patrie
Ozni Allen Ella Hampton Emma Patterson ,
James Perry '1 Hester Apple Hansadore Hall
1 W. C. Baker Amanda Hammons Alva Powell
1
1 Mrs. Tom Baxter Dewey Hendrix Jesse T. Price
Lorena Bondurant Price Holbrook Robert B. Reed
Goldie Bowles Mary K. Jenkins Delbert Reynolds
Emil Brown Florence Jones Mrs. D. L. Rice
Ella Browning John S. Jones Alma Sanders
Miss Carpenter Sula Jones Bessie Shearer (
Grace Cecil Georgia Kelly James Sibert
Charles Cole Sam King Clara Simpson
Dorothy Cole Sallye Lathram John Sims
1
Gladys Cooke Mrs. Laubish Ira Skaggs
Manford Craft Luia Leslie W. M. Shaggs
Eula Creekmore Oma Litteral Herman Snedegar
Alberta Cross R. E. Lipscomb Gertrude Smith
George Davis R. M. Long General Stacy
Lillias Day Cecil Lovely Lillian Stephenson
Roscoe Dalton C. W. Marshall John Sutton
i Iva Dehart Mrs. C. W. Marshall Virgil Tarter
Ethel Depew Bertha McBraye: Robert Terry
Lillian Depp Nora McBrayer Nettie L. Thomas
Maude Dixon Vada McBrayer Sewel Thompson
Mahala Douelas Goal McCowan F. Elbert Tye
Allie Dragoo Markley McGill Lucille Venerable
Marv Estham Roberta Meadows Hazel Walden
R. R. Evans Ethel Moore Bruce Waters
Dora Fields David Morris Ballard Wicker
.
1 oine Floyd
k.
Mable Wilson
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One o\ Ours
The honor of Bradley Hamblin's
life belongs not only to America,
and to Kentucky, but peculiarly to
Eastern. He was just one of our
boys who was wounded for us, and
by whose scars we live and are
happy. After serving his country
faithfully as a soldier of infantry
in the World War, he came home
to his mountains where he thought
to serve his home folk even more
faithfully as a teacher. He loved
his own people and life among
them seemed to promise him much.
He was determined not to desert
them when they needed him so
badly. He had been a teacher
among them for three years before
entering the war. and was now in
Eastern, preparing himself for a
fuller service.
But this was not to be. The
awful news broke in upon him that
his short life was over. Calmly and
dauntlessly he received it, meeting
death as he had faced life-like a
hero, yet like one who lies down to
pleasant dreams confident of a
glorious morning. Just when we
had learned to love him most, he
left us. But we are sure that if
there are any bright stars for a
humble, noiseless life spent well,
Bradley Hamblin's star will be one
of the brightest. We console our-
selves with the thought that, now,
his heart gives somewhere back to
the Eternal Mind the thoughts
given him by Kentucky, her sights
and sounds, her sunshine after fra-
grant showers; her dreams, her
laughter; and her gentleness and
good will to all.
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The Freshics"
"We came, we are seeing, we will conquer.
"
Since entering this noble institution we have had time to do little more
tiian become acquainted, adjust ourselves to existing conditions, and settle
down to work.
We are at the beginning. Our verdancy is obvious, and each day
brings to us a stronger realization of our weakness.
We doff our caps to the praise worthy Seniors, who have covered them-
selves with honor, and will soon be with us in the spirit only. To the
Juniors, who are about to enter upon the last lap of the race for wisdom,
we bid godspeed. Fain would we exercise patience in dealing with the
all-important Sophomores. They have our most heartfelt sympathy, for
only a short distance ahead of us is the soul-engrossing, egotistical stage
through which they are now passing. Modesty prevents our expressing
an opinion of the Freshmen, but the Class of '26 will be as was the north
star to the Vikings of old. a guide to those who follow after.
We feel that in the future years of examinations, chapel attendance,
cramming and watchful waiting, we will deserve a few words of sentiment
with which to acquaint the world with our attainments. We are a noble
body, and should all be happy to be classed with this intelligent group.
We furnished four of the basketball players to the team that so gloriously
won the championship of Eastern Kentucky. Of the future, though the
floods of time may bear us far from the enchanted shore of romance, our
fancies will return on the mystic bark of memory to the golden days when
we were Freshmen at Eastern.
We have hitched our wagon to a star. Eastern shall receive the best
we have, and our earnest hopes are that the far-a-way day in June, I '526.
when we shall say goodby to Eastern, will mean more to us than marching
in Giddings Hal! to the strains of Alma Mater.
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FooVball aV EasVern
The Eastern football squad annexed the eastern Kentucky title when
they won the E. K. I. A. A. banner by defeating Cumberland and Union
Colleges. In all of the games Eastern showed that they will be on the foot-
ball map in a few years. The line plunging of Alva Powell was a feature
all season. Captain Stone as well as Hurst deserves much credit for
carrying the pigskin. After the first game three men in the above picture,
Stephenson. Harris and Farmer, dropped out of school. With good ma-
terial, Coach G. N. Hembree went ahead and developed one of the best
elevens to go forth from Eastern. Two of the games played here were
scoreless ties, these being with the Transylvania and Georgetown Fresh-
men elevens. More spirit was shown at Eastern in football than in any
branch of sport. The squad received a good share of the hard knocks but
came through in the final game with a 40 to 7 triumph over Union which
brought the E. K. 1. A. A. championship to Eastern. The results are as
follows: Eastern 0, Wesleyan 7; Eastern 0-0, Transylvania Freshmen
0-15; Eastern 6, Cumberland 0; Eastern 6, Western 45; Eastern 0, George-
town Freshmen 0; Eastern 40, Union 7.
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Men's BaskeVball
The Eastern basketball quintette in winning nine games and losing six
scored 376 points to their opponents 342. being returned winners in several
fast games including five wins in the six E. K. I. A. A. games played. This
enabled them to capture the banner in the Association which with a victory
over the Berea varsity and two over the secondary varsity gave Eastern a
clear claim to the championship of eastern Kentucky. Although defeated
at Williamsburg by Cumberland, Eastern defeated them here by a score of
23 to 19 in what is thought to have been the best game of the year. This
triumph secured an important lap in the title race for Eastern. The
Maroons fought like demons to win the last game of the season by a 20 to
9 score from Union College who had made the banner possible for Eastern
by administering Cumberland a severe beating at Barbourville. Illness
and other things caused several regulars to miss games.
Carroll Word as captain was a big factor in Eastern's games all season.
He played at both forward and center. Talton Stone led the team in
scoring, playing at forward all season. He accounted for 179 of the 376
points scored by the entire team. Kelly Hampton showed rare form at
forward but was out of several big games through illness. His brother,
Marshless, played at center most of the season. The guarding was left to
Hurst, Mainous and Combs who performed quite well in this capacity.
None of these players will be lost to Eastern next year by graduation while
several real stars are expected in from the high schools. Unless something
unforseen happens Eastern will have one of the best basketball fives in the
state next year. It is thought that Stone's leg broken in baseball will be
as fit as ever by the time basketball season opens.
With this sterling squad back Coach Hembrce will bring some fast teams
here for games next year. Eastern made the poorest showings when away
from home. They, however, played in brilliant fashion here, losing only
two games at home. The results are as follows: Eastern 8-22, Wesleyan
22-33; Eastern 34-38, Sue Bennett 24 30; Eastern 40, Georgetown Frosh
12; Eastern 28 45, Berea Secondary 816; Eastern 23- 16, Cumberland
19-23; Eastern 17 16, Western 27 35; Eastern 17-20 Union 14-9; Eastern
14, Louisville Medics 35; Eastern 38, Berea Varsity 23.
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Our Baseball Team
In spite of the jinx following the Eastern nine all season, they have a
record of three victories and four defeats. The first break of luck came in
the first game of the season when Talton Stone, promising inf.elder. broke
his leg while sliding back to second. This was a tough blow followed by the
dropping out of other players for one cause or another. The best game
played was a 4 to 3 wm over Kentucky Wesleyan at Wmchester m twelve
hard fought innings. The Normal boys really fought there, winning by a
combination of determination and good form. The team was captained
by Clayton Mainous who played good ball both behind the bat and in the
infield. Bill Stevens did most of the twirling with fair luck. He won
three of his five starts, which is a good record for a pitcher. Errors became
numerous in the latter games or Eastern probably would have made a much
better showing. With only fair material the 1923 team was as good as
could be expected. After all it was more or less an experiment for 1924.
The results are as follows: Eastern 12, Georgetov\ n Freshmen 4; Eastern
9, Sue Bennett 4; Eastern 13 4, Wesleyan 17 3; Eastern 5 8, State Fresh-
men 10-16; Eastern 7 13, Cumberland 18 4.
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Girls* Field Day
I
t
The girls' field day on June 19. 1922, an inter-society affair, was won by
the Carpedians who came first in the flag drill, marching, Indian club race
,'
\
and potato race, being second in the volley ball contests. A beautiful
I
' silver loving cup was presented to the winners, this being given by the
Board of Regents. Those societies which enthusiastically contested for
the cup included the Carpedian, the Excelsior, the Washingtonian, the
Utopian, the Periclesian, the Cynthian and the Columbian societies.
Much skill was shown in the meet through the careful coaching of Miss
I Hammond, assisted by Misses Amelia Fox and Thelma Champion.
t
I
The six events on the girls' field day card were marching, potato relay,
flag drill, Indian club race, volley ball and high jumping. The flag drill
was one of the features of the program. This and the marching were more
I interesting due to the music furnished by Prof. Barnes and his orchestra.
Volley ball proved most exciting of the events, bringing forth many cheers
from the society members backing their representatives. Second place was
won by the Excelsior society with the Washingtonians coming third.
Judges for the occasion were Miss Hansen and Messrs. Donovan, Cox and
Deniston. The cup won by the Carpedians was presented to them in
chapel. They will retain the trophy until the field day in 1923 when an
owner for another year will be determined among the classes.
Girls' AVhlcVlc Club
At the beginning of the school year of 1922-23 at Eastern, a novel
organization made its appearance on the campus in the person of the Girls'
Athletic Club, which was formed to foster and maintain the interest of a
larger number of girls in sportsmanship and school athletics, besides aiding
the athletic committee in every way possible and supporting the Eastern
teams. This is the first time in Eastern's history that any such organiza-
tion has taken form.
This club has made a wonderful beginning. They have supported the
Eastern teams to the limit, having their members help greatly in keeping
up the "pep" at every game here and some away. Entertainments by
them for visiting teams proved very delightful. This organization is ex-
pected to play a big part at Eastern, in the years to come.
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Girls' BaskeVball
Eastern's girls have made wonderful strides in basketball since they
began to play intercollegiate games here in the 1920-21 season. The team
this year, third in the history of Eastern, went out and won the champion-
ship of eastern Kentucky besides being recognized as one of the best femi-
nine quintettes in the state. Of the ten games played, the Normal girls won
six, losing twice to the state championship Transylvania five. Miss Ham-
mond's five did not escape the tough luck which followed the Eastern
athletic teams all year. They were deprived of the services of valuable
players in several important games. Several real stars were developed
during the season.
Although she missed four games, including the important Transy tilts.
Miss Glenna Wood scored 98 of the 140 points registered by the Eastern
girls. She was especially brilliant at Cumberland where she scored 24 of
I
Eastern's points in their 26 to 22 victory. In the two games with Union
1
1
she scored a total of 38 points. Miss Margaret Barber at guard also shone
j
all season. Other players who helped most to put the Eastern girls on the
li
basketball map are Misses Evelyn Witham, Edna Perkins, Jennie Ramsey,
M, Maude Knox and Josephine Yates. Gertrude Elliott, whose picture does
j|| not appear with the squad on account of her late arrival, came in the
1
1
second semester to show much ability. She will give someone a battle for
a regular berth next year.
After losing to Cumberland here early in the season, the Eastern five
rallied toward the latter part of the season, defeating Cumberland and
Union twice in the last three games of the season which brought the E. K.
1. A. A. banner to its present resting place in the Eastern gymnasium.
With three victories and one defeat Eastern nosed out Cumberland v\ho
broke even in four Association games. Although Eastern lost to Western
Normal at Bowling Green, the girls played fine basketball to defeat them
here by a 13 to 10 count. The season's opener was won from Wesleyan
8 to 6 in a five minute extra period. The girls are looking forward to an
even better year in the 1923-24 season. The results are as follows: East-
ern 8 26, Wesleyan 6-13; Eastern 1-6, Transylvania 29-14; Eastern 13-5,
Western 10-13; Eastern 7-26, Cumberland 18-22; Eastern 24-24, Union
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The Lickmg River Grou|p
During the month of February, 1923 a number of girls and boys met
and organized the Licking River Group. We elected for President,
Charles M. Prater; Vice-President, Mary D. Capps; and Secretary-Treas-
urer, Agatha Newman. This organization is composed of students from
Bath, Elliot, Magoffin, Menefee, Morgan. Pendleton, Robinson and Rowan
Counties.
The purpose of the organization was to get better acquainted with
each other and try to solve some of the problems that confront the teachers
of these various counties.
The work for the first half of the semester was devoted almost entirely
to ascertaining each others problems. A study of the curriculum and the
discipline of the school was made and we \\ orked out problems concerning
them in such a way as to enable us to go back to our counties with a firm
determination to make our schools the best in the State of Kentucky.
Our President was the speaker chosen from the group to participate in
the Oratorical contest. His subject was. "George Washington and the
Foundation of America.' He put forth his utmost efforts to win for us the
banner, but someone had to lose, so we did not win. We appreciate Mr.
Prater's efforts and hope he will be back next year to carry away the banner
for the Licking River Group.
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Tlic Blue Grass Groub
,r
Officers
1
President Russell Davis
Vice-President Ray Smith
Secretary and Treasurer Sunbeam Ruble
Counties
Clark Garrard
Bourbon Grant
Woodford Montgomery
Fayette Harrison '
Scott Mercer
Jessamine Anderson
Franklin Shelby
Boyle Henry
Lincoln
The Blue Grass Group is the largest of the groups on the campus with '
an enrollment of nearly two hundred members. ^
We had intended to carry off the honors for Eastern in the Declamatory
contest, but. with true sportsman-like spirit, yielded to the Madison Group,
which is after all only a part of us. Miss Rose Ford Ward, however, ran
a close second.
As a group we are a jolly bunch and firmly believe that "Easterners"
will win.
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Tlic Lower Ohio Gro
IL
up
Officers
C. S. Acra President
Lorine Marshall Secretary
Dclbert Burke, Clcora Rapp, Henrietta Scliirmer Consuls
Kenton County
Mrs. L. D Cochran
L.orine Marshall
Cleora Rapp
larDes V Wcsl
kiith Rilry
Julia Barberick
R. E. Lipscomb
Frank Lipscomb
Boone County
C S Acra
Evelyn Witham
Edith E. Rice
MoUie Newman
Carroll County
I lenrietta Schirmer
Mrs. Ford
Members
Owen County
Lorena Bondiirant
Delbert Rurke
Louise Cammark
Bessie Devore
Eulalia Karsncr
Emma Ball
Lula Jane I lall
Mary Poe
F^oy E Proctor
John C. Ford
Ruth Edwards
Capitola Simpson
Mrs. Watson
Julian I 1. Taylor
Trimble County
Guy F. McClure
Alva Powell
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Gallatin County
Lee A Lindsey
Mrs L. A. Lindsey
I'.dith Swango
Oldham County
Alberta Allan
Cordie (V Allan
Ruth Allan
Elsa Kirk
Kathenne \'ager
Anna Fellows
Pendleton County
Jeanette Dearborn
May Dearborn
Opal Acree
Jessie Lipscomb
Mable Elliott
C. R. Rouse
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~lUe Cumberland Grou|p
One of the foremost groups at Eastern, not only in quantity but quality
as well, is that one of intelligent young men and women, one hundred and
sixty-four strong, who come from southeastern Kentucky. This group
is known as the Cumberland group, and embraces practically every
county in the Cumberland Valley between Virginia and south central
Kentucky. The aim of this group is to raise a higher standard for schools,
and particularly of consolidated schools in that section of the state, so that
in the near future it will be one of the leading portions of our state in
Education and Educational Advancement.
Counties in Cumberland Group
Whitley Harlan
McCreary Bell
Pulaski Knox
Wayne Clay-
Clinton Laurel
Rockcastle Jackson
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The M en s Club
At the beginning of the scliool year of I 92 I -22 tiie Men's Club of Eastern
was organized. Although this pioneer institution was small and weak it
listed among its numbers some of the ablest and most determined men of
the school. These members entered into the work with all of their power,
for they had settled the fact in their minds that this must be a club wor-
thy of its name, and as we shall further see. this is an accomplished fact.
The club wisely chose as its advisor Prof. G. D. Smith. As most
people know, there could not be found in Eastern a man who is more capa-
ble of directing the activities of young men than Mr. Smith. He has spent
quite a lot of his valuable time with this organization, seldom ever missing
a meeting. In all the social activities of the club he is always one of the
leading factors in the promotion of a good time.
Since the beginning, the Mens' Club has rapidly grown. Although at
times most of its inspiration has seemed lost, it has always regained i^s
strength with more power and dignity than before. The organization has
not only increased its strength, but has grown rapidly in numbers. The
body has become so large that it has been necessary for it to move from its
original meeting place to more spacious quarters.
The Club is a very democratic organization. It bars no man on account
of his financial, mental, physical or religious qualifications. But. at the
same time it insists that its members shall be good, honest, moral citizens.
At its meetings any member is free to participate in the discussions of all
questions that take place. Here they have the privilege of discussing
topics that would not be of interest to both sexes.
It is conducted as much as possible on a socialized plan. In this way
conditions are made just as much like the problems met in real life as the
members are capable of making them. The current questions of the present
time are discussed and debated, moot courts and legislatures are formed,
entertainments are given and many other things are done in order to train
the students of Eastern to be better citizens.
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Marjorie Vories President
Elizabeth Crouch Vice-President
Pauline Davis Secretary
Blanche Speake Treasurer
Bess Owens Under-Graduate Representative
Alva Arthur Virginia Routt
Alice Kalusy Virginia Rominger
Margaret Carter Mary Katharine Jenkins
Hettie Leathers Ethel Karrick
Elizabeth Whaley Marian Webber
Lela Lowe
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The Horace Mann LiVerarij Socieiu
The members of tlie college department of the Eastern Kentucky State
Normal School and Teachers College met on Thursday evening, October
19, 1 922 and formed the Horace Mann Literary Society. Since the society
was composed of the college students their programs have been of the best
quality. The talent along literary, musical and dramatic lines is sur-
passed by few of the other societies.
The society has not spent all of its time in work but has at times turned
back the wheels of time to the exuberance of youth and to forget the worries
that strenuous college life brings about. Though a new organization, we
believe in it and will, as we return, try to raise it to a plane where its service
will be very valuable.
The officers for the year follows:
First Semester
Morton Shearer President
Helen Wesley Vice-President
Edna Davis Secretary
E. E. Elam Treasurer
Clayton Mainous Sergeant-at-Arms
Second Semester
Hobart Templeton President
C, S, Acra Vice-President
Louise Smiser Secretary
E. F. Morton Treasurer
Davis Fields Sergeant-at-Arms
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Roark Litcrarij Sociciij
FIRST SEMESTER
Jahn H. Jennings
Pres
Ida Bair Elizabeth Addi;
V. Pres Sec.-Treas.
THE ROARK LITERARY SOCIETY
The Roark Society was organized at the beginning of the school year and was so named
in honor of Ruric Nevel Roark, the founder of the Eastern Kentucky State Normal School.
We are attempting to make our work as a literary society as efficient and far-reaching as
was his work as a founder of this great institution of ours.
The oratorical contest was won by Mr. Bruce Water.= of whom w^ are justly proud.
We, the members of the Roark Society, under the excellent direction and supervision
of our adviser, Mr John Orr Stewart, are predicting still greater things in the future We
are inspired in all our undertakings by the slogan: "WHO'S GOING TO WIN Tl IISV
WE'RE GOING TO WIN THIS. HOW? EASY'"
SECOND SEMESTER
Sam King
Pres.
J. F. Houston
V. Pres.
Carrie Slageter
Sec.-Treas.
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Progress SVa-f-f
Eugene Sammons Editor-in-Chief
Margaret Carter Associate Editor
Valinda Deatherage Associate Editor
Fern Stone News Editor
Verna Lutes Joke Editor
Capitola Simpson Alumni Reporter
Edgar Higgins Sport Editor
Maud Knox Sport Editor
Edgar Arnett Editor of Who's Who
Judson Harmon Elizabeth Addis
Viola Hord Ishmael Triplctt
Robert T. Adkins I Iclen Wesley
E. E. Elam Business Manager
Egbert Norton Advertising Manager
Virgil K. Tarter Exchange Editor
Delbert Burke Asst. Business Manager
N, G. Deniston Faculty Advisor
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Program of \\^^ LiHlc ThcaVre Club
October 24—"Try-outs" with
general business meeting and elec-
tion of new officers afterward.
November 14—Greek Theatre:
I—Origin and Types.
1
1
—Description of Greek Theatre.
II I—Costumes.
IV—Principal Players and Play-
wrights.
V—Review of Principal Come-
dies and Tragedies.
December 12—Roman Theatre:
I^Origin and Types.
II—Description of Roman Thea-
tre.
1 1
1
—Costumes.
IV—Principal Players and Play-
wrights.
V—Review of Principal Plays.
January 9
—
(a) English Stage:
I—Origin and Types.
II—Description of Elizabethcan
.Stage.
HI—Principal Players and Play-
wrights.
(b) French Stage.
1
—Origin and Types.
II—Principal Players and Play-
wrights.
Ill—Review Moliere.
February 13—Shakespeare Pro-
gram:
I— Life.
II—Review of Plays:
(a) Romeo and Juliet.
(b) King Lear.
(c) As You Like It.
(d) Macbeth.
(e) Merchant of Venice.
(f) Hamlet.
March 13—
I—Review of Barries Plays.
II—Review of Barries Life.
Ill—Scenes from one of Barries
Plays.
April 10—
I—Lighting.
1 1—Staging.
Ill—Review from Modern Plays.
May 8—
I—Studies of Modern Plays.
June—Banquet.
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The Eastern Glee Club
Eastern s Glee Clubs and Choruses have been very closely connected
3
with the Annual May Festivals.
|l In 1917, the first musical May Festival was introduced by Dr. S. S.
! Myers. On the first evening a concert was given by several artists from
t Cincinnati. The next afternoon a program was rendered by the children of
the Training School. The last evening, the cantata. "Joan of Arc was
presented with the assistance of the soloists, the school orchestra, the l^ittle
V Symphony Orchestra of Cincinnati, and the school chorus, then, an organi-
j
zation of about fifty students. For the next four years the chorus and the
orchestra grew under Dr. Myers capable supervision, presenting at the
1 May Festivals in the successive years, with the help of the soloists and
the Cincinnati Little Symphony, "The Rose Maiden, ' "The Crusades,'
and "The Messiah ' ; culminating in "The Creation,' during Dr. Myers'
t last year here.
J Last year the school music was organized on a somewhat different plan,
• under the leadership of Mr. Paul Barnes. Instead of a mixed chorus
*' there was a Boy's and a Girl's Glee Club. These Glee Clubs gave many
t enjoyable programs in chapel, and the twelve piece orchestra was heard
[ many times during the year. The two Glee Clubs united and gave the
^
comic opera "Pinafore, " after which they joined the choruses and gave on
the first night of the May Festival, Mendelssohn's "Athalie." This
was presented by the two Glee Clubs and the orchestra, assisted only
;
by outside soloists. The second night a light opera was given, "Jean
and Janett."
This year the organization changed again, now being in charge of Mr.
I
John Orr Stewart, Jr. We started as a Boy's Glee Club and a Ladies"
/ Choral Club, but united under the name of "Eastern Glee Club. " We
have the distinction, this year, of being the stars one of the nights of the
May Festival, assisted by Miss Katheryn Reece, soprano. The other
two nights we had our local American Legion Band and the Cincinnati
Little Symphony Orchestra.
We have been doing very good work under the capable leadership of
r our present director and have the possibilities of becoming even better
next year.
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Roll o{ Vhe EasVcrn Glee Club
Ida Steele
Edith Rice
Bess Owen
Delia Lawrence
Kate Robinson
Blanche Speake
Alma Sanders
Edith Boggs
Sula Jones
Alma Wade
B. Hubble
Eva Jones
Lena Mobley
Ethel Depew
Delia Clark
Lunette Ausmus
Bertha Broaddus
Robin Calk
Bertha Golden
Mae Napier
Katherine Cooper
Elsie Osborne
Cleo Muncy
Ida Gabbard
Ella Browning
Fenton Bowman
I. B. Shearer
Harrison Ray
James Holtzclaw
Ballard Wicker
John Goodin
J. W. Craft
Clayton Mainous
Egbert Norton
Edgar Arnett
Harlan Stamper
Joe King
Claude Adkins
David Morris
E. Moore Lorena Bondurant Bruce Waters
Elizabeth Crouch Irene Bentley Guy McClure
Lola Rose Nelle Marshall A. Roberts
Beatrice Gilmore Christine Duncan Charles Ray
Dorothy Cornelius Pauline Davis R. Dalton
Lutie Muse Edna Wilson Robert Adkins
Cora Black Mattie Cox Ira Skaggs
Mattie Barnhill Madge Smith M. H. Alcorn
Audie Watts Grace Cain George Davis
Lorena Massie Nannie Jody Travis Holt
Flossie Green Alberta Cross Andrew Ross
Clara Simpson Grace Cecil R. M. Long
Lela Lowe Florence Jones Walter Yates
Glen Faulconer Grace Rowland Leonard Moore
Louie Floyd Alice Kalusy Sam King
Georgia Smith Francis Kindred Davis Fields
Edna Perkins Clair Cain John C. Davis
Ethel Campbell Alva Powell Beckham Combs
Virginia Routt Virgil Tarter Millard Thompson
Mabel Harmon Wm. Addis Wm. Brown
Francis Depp Delbert Prewitt Tom Jennings
Savanah Cross John Sims James Perry
Elsie Brown G. W. Campbell Eugene Sammons
Grace Robinson Henry Triplett Dewey Hendrix
Ruth Stanley Robert Bertram Leonard Jones
Mae Harp Judson Harmon John Jennings
Catherine Wells C. S. Acra G. M. Denney
0{{\cers o-f EasVern Glee Club
John Orr Stewart, Jr Director
I . B. Shearer President
Alice Kalusy Vice-President
Virginia Routt Secretary
Clayton Mainous Treasurer
I ra Skaggs Sergeant-at-Arms
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The photographs in this annual were
made by the McGaughey Studio (offi-
cial photographs for the E. K. S. N. S.
&T. C.)
Additional copies from these pictures
may be had at any time, as all negatives
are kept on file.
THE McGAUGHEY STUDIO
.. Richmond, Ky.
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«-^[x77*^M^ SERVICE
THE UNIVERSAL CAH
We invite inspection of our plant
—
Visit our shop
—
garage—salesroom
You will find a welcome
We Render Real Service
Ask '/"f student or faculty member who owns a car
Tires—Accessories—Gas—Oil—Parts—Storage
RICHMOND MOTOR CO.
INCORPORATED
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
Mr Deniston—"Where are you going. Miss Miller?"
Miss Miller—"I'm going to see Rudolph Valentino "
Mr. Deniston—"What street does he live on? I'll take you around there.'
Shearer
—
"If I had lived a century ago I might have amounted to something."
Prof. Keith—"From the answers you make in history you would probably have been
the President of the Know Nothing Party. "
THEY LEARN RAPIDLY
Rouse
—
"I would give five dollars for just one kiss from a nice little innocent girl like
you."
Miss Kirk— "Oh. how terrible."
Rouse
—
"'Did I offend you?"
Miss Kirk—"'No. I was just thinking of the fortune I gave away last night
""
Start Early to Enjoy Electricity
Electric Irons—Curling Irons—Vibrators—Violet Rays.
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Especially Westinghouse Lamps and Appliances
ALLEN-MYERS ELECTRIC COMPANY
Next to Post Office
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
no
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THE KENMADRICH
A Better
Restaurant and Soda Fountain
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
PROF. KEITH ON MONUMENTS
There are too many bloody monuments ascribed to warlike characters—^'f you want to
erect a real monument for today, take a little old school house and help make it a real one.
or where there is little or no play ground, get a deed for a sure enough one.
A RECIPE FOR GOING FORWARD
It is the laying of the backwardness in the background that makes you go to the front.
—Prof. Smith.
THE ONLY ONES WORTH LISTENING TO
Only fjeople who have suffered and come out pure gold (like Job) are worthy to give
advice or have a real story to tell
—
Prof, Foster.
I had six honest serving men;
(They taught me all I knew):
Their names are what and why and when.
And how and where and who.
— Kipling
Our dreams are only prophecies of what we may become.
Our ideals are only an index of what is within our selves.
There are two kinds of teachers:
Those who go on the assumption that their education is all stored up from which to
draw; and those who believe their head is only full as they fill it.
—
Prof Jayne.
I attribute my success to making others prosper with me.—Henry Ford.
The reward of work well done is more work to do.
—
Dr. Urn. T. Ellis.
The home of high c lass entertainment
Alhambra anc Opera House
RICHMOND. KY.
Matinee 2 p. M^ to 5:30 P. M. Night 7 P M. to 10:30 P. M. 1
THE BEST IN MOVING PICTURES
PRICES Children
Adults .
10c
30c
Includint; Il'ar Tax
Buy Book T
5 Tickets for
ckets
$1 00
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Dr. O. F. HUME
iVlISS MOUUADAV 'S
Famous Home-Made Candv Put up in any size package
Always appreciated and attrac tive as a gift
JOEGIUNCHIGLIANI, Sol e Agent
WARNING
'A life certificate is sometimes a monument to a dead head."
ALL OLD MAIDS DOOMED
Nobody likes an old maid whether male or female— married or single.— Pro/. Edwards,
Says, Mr, Jayne
—
"I have the following understandmg of music:
I know when it is the Star Spangled Banner, because every one stands."
It was reported Louise Smizer danced for ninety hours without stopping.
We all knew Louise could do it.
SOME TRITE SAYINGS and SURE ENOUGH JOKES
Do not ^ay you are very superstitious unless you add that you are also quite ignorant.
—Mrs. Deane.
MRS. DEANE ON CHEATING
Listen children, you can learn any old Geography lesson any time you want to. but
you can't pick up your character again
Compliments of
STOCKTON DRUG STORE
Richmond. Ky.
KODAKS, DRUGS AND
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
tl2
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Dorothy Dodd Shoes, Millinery and Ready-to-W ear
For li'omen and Misses
Complete Dry Goods Department
RAl.STON SHOES GREFFON CLOTHES
Ed. V. Price & Co. tailored-lo-measurc Clothes
For men and hoys
E. V. ELDER
THE STUDENTS STORE
Richmond, Ky.
Stranger—Say, er (boy) can you tell me where Burnam hall is>
Rlam—Why. er yes (man) you know where Joe's is. Wei!, it aint anywhere near there.
Mr. Coates—Harmon have you been drinking?
Marmon—No. Why?
Mr. Coates— I smell hops on your breath.
Harmon— I've been eating frogs.
Mrs. Dean— Find out all you can about the life of a sea.
Marian Webber— Can I take the Dead Sea?
Mr. Squires— Is pants a common noun, John Jayne?
John—Uncommon, professor.
Mr. Squires^—How's that?
John—Because they are singular at the top and plural at the bottom.
Mr. Triplett— I hear Miss Detwiller is a wonderful rider. They say she even rides
bareback-
Arnett— Really, it's a wonder she doesn't take a severe cold.
Second Street
BYBEE SHOE HOSPITAL
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING
Richmond, Ky.
ELL ESTABLISHED^WELL ACCRED-
ITED WELL KNOWN
One of the largest schools of business in America, Forty-
eight years old. Pupils from every state Accredited by Uni-
versity of Kentucky and National Association of Accredited
Commercial Schools. Thousands of graduates all over the country, courses short
and long. Business Administration. Accounting. Teacher Training, Secretarial.
Bookkeeping, Shorthand. Salesmanship. Catalog free. Near Mammoth Cave.
Bowling Green Business University
Bowling Green. Kentucky
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The Vlacmillan Company
PUBLISHERS
Prairie Avenue and 25th Street
CHICAGO ILLINOIS
FOR BETTER OR WORSE
Sammons—"Dearie. I must marry you
Bess—'"Have you seen father^
'
Sammons—"Sure, but I love you just the same
Stevenson
—
"How long does it take you to dress in the morning?"
Proctor
—
"Oh. about ten minutes.
'
Stevenson
—
"It only takes me five
"
Proctor
—
"I wash.
"
A SHORT STORY
A fat woman entered a crowded street car and seizing a strap, stood directly in front of
a man seated m the corner. As the car started she lunged against his newspaper and at
the same time trod heavily on his toes
As soon as he could extricate himself he rose and offered her his seat.
"You are very kind, sir. " she said, panting for breath.
"Not at all. Madam." he replied: "It's not kindness; its simply self defense."
Miss Desha was cashing her monthly check at the bank. The teller apologized for
the filthy condition of the bills, saying.
"I hope you are not afraid of microbes."
"Not a bit of it. ' the school Ma'am replied. "1 am sure no microbe could live on my
salary."
Capitola
—
"Do you believe in free love?"
Virginia—^"Goodness no. charge them at least a few boxes of candy, several theatres
and automobile rides."
Mr. Carter—^"The class will now name some of the lower species of animals, starting
with Mr Templeton****."
One day, as I chanced to pass
A beaver was damning a river.
And a man w^ho had run out of gas.
Was doing the same to his flivver.
Mr Parks—"Have you ever read "To a Dandelion?'"
Margaret Barber—'No. how do you get them to listen?"
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860 Royal Composition
765 Royal Note
75 Royal Theme
66 Royal Drawing
86 Royal Music
105 Royal Spelling
OSBORN PAPER CO.
MARION INDIANA
Reliable Footwear at Reasonable Prices
Fashionable Furnishings for Men Black Cat Hosiery for Women
RICE and ARNOLD
RICHMOND KENTUC KY
HOME LIFE IN AMERICA
Sweet Mama—"Who was that dizzy blond that looked at you so hard> Answer me!"
Sweet Daddy—"I ."
S- M.—"Shut up. did you ever have a date with her> Answer me!"
S. D—"I
S. M.—"Shut up, did you ever kiss her^ Answer me!"
S D—"I ."
S. M —"Shut up! How many times> Answer me!"
S. D—"I ."
S. M.—"Shut up, did you ever love her> Answer me!"
S. D.—"I ."
S. M.—"Shut up! Pack up my tooth brush, Marie. I'm going home to motlier.
This brazen wretch is leading a double live
"
Compliments of
MARCH & POWELL, Inc.
RICHMOND KENTUCKY'
HARDWARE
We arc always glad to welcome E. K. S. N. S. students in our store
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Dr. C. E. SMOOT
Disease of Eye, Ear, Noss and Throat
CLAY RLDG. RICHMOND, KY.
State Bank & Trust Co.
Capital S/ 50.000.00
Surplus and Profits $65,000.00
Richmond. Kv.
Students go to
B. E BELUE CO.
For S Ms.
1
Coats. Dresses and Hats
RICHMOND, KV
STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!
She is attractive
—
you stop;
You look; and after you marry her. you hsten.
The average man is looking for a swell salary rather than a worthy task.
They trouble with a good many psychology students is that they seem to have spent
more t-ime with Woolworth than Woodworth.
A teacher ought to have a heart with eyes that see.
Miss 1 luff, with reference to problem in Trig. "1 don't know much about that problem.
Prof. Caldwell—^"Miss Huff step to the board and go as far as you can. "
Miss Huff'—"The board is as far as 1 can go."
Mrs. Boothe—Did you notice the scarf that the girl with the terrible short skirts had on':^
Prof- Boothe—Did she have a scarf on?
Dameron—^Was that your girl I saw you with last night?
Elam—Yes. Why?
Dameron—Why. man she is no bigger than a piece of stick candy.
Elam—Mebbe not but she is much sweeter.
HARRY M. BLANTON
DENTIST
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
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MADISON LAUNDRY
The Laundry gives 10 per cent Discount
toNormal Students and makes two de-
liveries a week. Le t us have your work.
Second Street RICHMOND
HIGH CLASS HARDWARE
Every need in high class hardware.
Copper Clad Malleable Ranges and Fischer Leaf Cast Stove
Ranges. These Stoves have no equal in their line.
New Century Riding Leverless Cultivator has the simplest
and classiest hitch on the market.
Douglas and Simmons
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
GOLDEN & MATHERLY
MONUMENTS AND MARKERS
301 East Main St. Richmond. Ky.
PETERS SHOES
SELF SERVING GROCERY
Students arc Welcome
C. C. CLARK & SON
Our Manager an Ex-Student
Normal Boys visit
Sallee's Barber Shop
No long waits You are next
MAIN STREET
Richmond Drug Co.
Has It!
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MILLER SCHOOL
OF
BUSINESS-LEXINGTON
Let us show you a Buick. before you buy
Richmond Buick Company
Incorporated
Phone 710 RICHMOND, KY.
When better Automobiles are built BUICK Will build them.
HOW WOULD THEY LOOK?
A Senior—Without dignity.
A Junior—Without jealousy.
Josephine Smith—Not going to town.
Lula Anderson—Not called to Dean's office
Sallie Mae Hester—Thin.
Margaret Carter— Idle.
Fern Stone—Without her Frat pin.
Smith—Without Kelsey.
Mr. Hembree—Walking.
Mr. Campbell— Boisterous.
Miss Roberts—Not suggesting.
New Books To Aid You in the Teaching World
Stories of South America E. C. Brook^s
Told in Story (American History) Book \ .H.J. Eck,enrode
The Young American Citizen Binjord-Graff
JOHNSON PUBLISHING COMPANY
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
llf
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Dr. T. J. TURLEY
—DENTIST—
Madison National Bank, Building RICHMOND. KY
R. C. H. COVINGTON CO.
RICHMOND. KY.
Everything to Wear for Men and Boys
Kenton Clothes —Speedwell Fine Shoes—Knox and
Berg Hats
The House That Serves You Best
Marian—-"What s your idea of blind love
Dunaway—"A fellow who kisses his girl the same night he takes her to see the Ziegfeld
Follies."
Sammons—Would you accept a p>et monkey?
Bess—Oh, I would have to ask father. This is so sudden.
RED LETTER DAYS AT EASTERN
October 15—Senior Class Organized.
November I—Miss Zellopher gives a student an "A" in English.
November 23^Milk and eggs for breakfast.
December 10— Capitola makes a visit home ? '? ?
January I 1—^President dismisses chapel on time
February 11—Seniors beat Juniors, basketball, 27-14.
February 27— Bill falls in love with Verna
March 3—On account of dampness over head and under foot Prom was postponed.
March 29—Sammons and Bess prom.
April 9-
—
(Sunday) supp)er without peanut butter.
April 22—Dunaway seen in Burnam I lall parlor.
April 29
—
Juniors order icewater and crackers.
May 1— First county superintendent seen on campus
May 15—Margaret and Marian go to Gooseman's for a sandwich.
May 19—Miss Roberts returns from Cincinnati. (No more sandwiches.)
May 30—Students prohibited to wander around in the tall grass.
June 3—Courtship in full blast, (The poet was right —day in June.)
June 15 --Cramming for e.xams begins.
June 18 to 30—Commencement exercises Seniors say goodbye.
Richmond Lumber Company
Has the Lumber You Want.
E. MAIN ST.
Zarings Patent Flour
Mattes the Best Biscuit
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Hot and Cold Water Newly Furnished
Boonesboro Beach Hotel
and Cottages
Kentucky's Most Popular Bathing Beach
Black and White Sulphur Wells
Chalybeate and Lithia Waters
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Eastern Kentucky State NoTma! Sclioo!
and
TeaciheTS College
Ridhmond, ICeniihscky
By an act of the Legislature of 1906, the above named institu-
tion was created witli an annual appropriation of $20,000 for
maintenance. Not a vote against the bill creating the school was
recorded in either House. On April 3. 1906, the Governor appoint-
ed the commission to locate the school, and on May 7, it was located
at Richmond. Ruric Neville Roark was president from June 2,
1906, to April 14, 1909. when he died; Mrs. R. N. Roark was acting
president from April 16, 1909. to March 18, 1910. John Grant
Crabbe served as president from March 18, 1910, to June 16, 1916,
when he resigned; T, J, Coates was elected to the position on
.September 3, 1916, and still occupies it. In the seventeen years of
its existence, the school has grown from a small beginning to a
standard three-year Normal School and two-year Teachers College
with a yearly attendance of over 1 700 different students. The
Normal department grants two certificates good for two and four
years respectively, and the College grants the Advanced Certifi-
cate good for life. The Plant is worth approximately $750,000;
the state annuity for maintenance approximates $135,000; the
faculty is composed of thirty-eight full time instructors. The
number of students in attendance the current semester is approxi-
mately I 130. Since the beginning of the school, the Regents have
erected seven large buildings.
By an act of the Legislature of 1920, the College was permitted
to lengthen its course to four years and to grant degrees whenever
the Regents decide it wise to take such a step. Only one vote was
cast against the bill in the House and none in the Senate. Every
certificate and diploma granted in the past by the institution was
dignified by this act and the profession of teaching recognized and
honored. It is probable that an additional or third year will be
added in 1923-24 to enable county superintendents and principals
of elementary schools to prepare better for this work, and to train
teachers for supervisory and "helping-teacher" positions. These
courses will be very specific m their nature.
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AUTOGRAPHS
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The 1923 Milestone
from, tke Works of tke Webb-'BiddLe Gompaixy, at Gincinnati, was
pclrxted, bound and delwsred witkin ten days after
the puoors were approv^ed by
Tke "Annual" Staff of
Eastern KGutucky State Nounial ScKool
and TGacIiers Gollege
Tlxe Student Body and Faculty are indebted
to tke Staff for untiring and efficient work
preparing and producing an Annual wor-
tky of tke body it represents.
m
Mr. J. 'P. Smitk, of Rickinond, Ky., repre-
senting us tkere, and our Mr. Biddle found it
^ery gratifying to co-operate witk so kclpful a
staff, in kandling tke engra>;ing, printing and
binding.
WE FURNISH EVERYTHING
We
9cial.
/e come, on request, to ckeck ov;er your requirements. We funxisk spe
cooler designs wltkout ckarge foe use on paper, leatker, art .'elkim or otker
co^^^ers.
Bound dummies, skewing exactly wkat tke estimate contemplates, loose
leaves for preparing copy and valuable suggestions by experienced "Annual" nxen,
togetker witk tke u^e of our engraved borders and. stock cuts, all nxake it desir-
able tor YOU to
AT THE BEGINNING CONSULT
The Webb-Biddle Co.
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